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Waleed Hamed and KAC357,Inc.

vs.
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Yusuf Yusuf and United Corporation
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)
)
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Defendants,

YUSUF' DEFENDANTS AND UNITED CORP.'S
REPLY TO CONYERTED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants, Fathi Yusuf ("Mr. Yusuf'), Maher Yusuf ("Mike Yusuf'), Yusuf Yusuf

("Yusuf')(collectively "Yusuf Defendants") and United Corporation ("United"), through

undersigned counsel, file this Reply to Converted Motion for Summary Judgment.

I. PROCEDURAL POSTURE AS TO CONVERTED MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

The Yusuf Defendants and United filed a Motion to Dismiss on March 9,2017, for

failure to state a claim as to any of the alleged causes of action and made reference to documents

attached as exhibits to Plaintifß' First Amended Complaint ("FAC"). The Court determined that

such references required consideration of matters outside the pleadings and, therefore, converted

the Motion to Dismiss into one for summary judgment (the "Converted Motion"). However, the

Court did not allow the Yusuf Defendants and United the opportunity to re-file their arguments

in a formal motion for summary judgment to comply with the filing requirements of a Rule 56

motion or to attach any necessary evidence in support. Instead, it afforded Plaintiffs the

opportunity to conduct discovery and then directed Plaintiffs to file an Opposition to the

Converted Motion ("Opposition"). In their Opposition, Plaintifß criticize the Converted Motion

because it does not comply with the procedural requirements of Rule 56. To the extent that this

is so, it is because the Yusuf Defendants and United were never provided the opportunity to file

an actual motion for summary judgment adhering to the procedural requirements.
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Pursuant to V.I. R. Civ. P. 12(d):

[i]f, on motion under Rule l2(b)(6) or r2(c), matters outside the
pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court, the
motion must be treated as one for summary judgment under Rule
56. All parties must be given a reasonable opportunity to present
all the material that is pertinent to the motion.

(emphasis added). As the Yusuf Defendants and United were not provided the opportgnity to

file a formal motion for summary judgment with supporting documentation before the

Opposition to the converted motion was filed, they do so now.l

II. FACTS

A. Undisputed Material Facts

1. Plessen Enterprises ("Plessen") is jointly owned 50/50 by the Hamed and yusuf

families. FAC I10.2

2' 'With regard to Plessen's banking functions and check writing authority, Article V

of its By-Laws required that checks be signed by either the President or Vice President (positions

held by the Hameds) and then countersigned by the Secretary or Treasurer (positions always held

by Fathi Yusuf); i.e,, the Bylaws required one Hamed and one Yusuf signature on checks. See

Exhibit L - Inter. Resp. #8 and 10, including Bates l2-YY-00489-501 ;FAC1u27. V/aleed

Hamed has always been a director and the Vice President of Plessen and Fathi yusuf has always

been the Secretary/Treasurer as well as a director of plessen. FAC ,1TT 
1 1- 13.

1 While the Yusuf Defendants and United are loath to encourage additional briefrng on this matter, they recognize
that Plaintiffs may feel compelled to respond to this filing, in which case the Yusui Defendants and United would
request the ability to frle a Sur-reply because, as the movants, they are afforded the right to the last word.
2 References made to the FAC as evidentiary support for the undisputed fact extends-only so far as to the statement
set forth herein. Many of the allegations in the FAC to which reference is made contain additional contentions
which are contested. The Yusuf Defendants' and United's references to the FAC is not a blanket admission as to
any other allegations beyond the limited facts to which it is being cited and they object to any attempt by plaintiffs
to deem such references as tacit admissions.
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3' Beginning in mid-to-late 2011, all checks on the Plessen account were signed by

one Hamed and one Yusuf. See Exhibit I - Inter. Resp. #8 and 10, including Bates l2-yy-
00489-501.

4' The funds in Plessen's account were used for Plessen expenses and investments

and not available to be removed by either the Hameds or Yusufs for private investments or

purposes. See Exhibit I - Inter. Resp. #10.

5' 'Waleed 
Hamed and Mufeed Hamed removed $460,000 from plessen,s bank

account with Bank of Nova Scotia via a check signed by them and deposited it into their personal

accounts without the knowledge or consent of the Yusuf family. FAC nn 52,54 and 56.

6' There was no signature of a Yusuf family member on the $460,000 check. FAC T

54.

7 ' In April 2013, Yusuf Yusuf filed a derivative action against the Hameds for this

improper removal of funds.3 FAC f 60.

8' After having been sued, Hamed turned over half of the funds taken from plessen

to the registry of the court in the plessen Derivative suit. FAC fl 61.

9' In May 2013, Mike Yusuf, Fathi Yusuf, Yusuf Yusuf and attorney Nizar DeWood

met with Sargent Mark Carneiro of the Virgin Islands Police Department (VIpD) to provide

information as to the improper and unauthorized removal of the $460,000.00 by waleed Hamed

and Mufeed Hamed. ,See Exhib it 2 -Resp. to Req. to 3'd Set of Req. for Admiss ions #160-177

including February 27,2017 correspondence which was incorporated to that Response.

3 Hence, claims relating to the improper removal of the $460,000.00 by wally and Mufeed Hamed are alreadythe subject of an earlier frled pending litigãtion to wit: Yusuf yusuf et al v. Mohammed Hamed et at, sx-:3-cv-120.(the "Derivative Suit"). The law ofttteÍirgin Islands adñeres tä the "first to fiIe,, rule that..[t]he party who firstbrings a controversy into a court ofcompeten-tjurisdiction ror aa;uaication should, so far as our dual system permits,be free from the vexation of subsequeni litigaiion over the r"rä r"t¡""t matter.,' cenni v. Estate Chocolate HoleLandowners Association, Lnc.,2076 wL 3ts1434, 
-?t 

*?7 (v.I. super., 2016), citing crosley corp. v. HazellineCorp',122F'2d925,930(3dCir.Del. 1941)andBellv.Leej.nohr'&Assocs.,'LLC,;uswl41483t5,at*2(y.t.
super. cr. July 8, 2015).
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10. The information the Yusuf Defendants provided is set forth by Sargent Corneiro

in his Affidavit as well as the Police Report. The Yusuf Defendants reported that they had an

oral agreement as to the requirements for two signatures one Hamed and one Yusuf. Se¿ Exhibit

2 and Exhibit 3 - Affidavit of officer corneiro with attachments.

I I ' Following this meeting, Sargent Corneiro conducted his own, independent

investigation soliciting documents directly from the Bank of Nova Scotia as well as Banco

Popular. Se¿ Exhibit 3.

12. Sargent Corneiro submitted the results of his investigation to the Virgin Islands

Attorney General's office, who then determined there was a suffrcient basis to proceed with the

indictment. See Exhibit 3.

13. The Attomey General issued a Criminal Information against Waleed Hamed and

Mufeed Hamed for various embezzlement charges. See Exhibit 3 - Criminal Information

attached to Affidavit of Officer Corneiro which was also attached to the FAC.

14. V/aleed Hamed and Waheed Hamed were arrested on charges of embezzlement

by fiduciaries. FAC,'l]100 and Exhibit 3.

15' The fact of his arrest and the basis therefore were published in the local paper.

FAC 1123.

16' The criminal charges against Hamed were not pursued because the Attorney

General's office explained that "the people will be unable to sustain its burden of proving the

charges against the Defendants beyond a reasonable doubt.', FAC 1Jl3s.

17. There is no evidence forensic or otherwise that the alleged documents which

Plaintiffs claimed are "forged".
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B. Alleged Facts that Are Immaterial and Not Dispositive of the Claims

Throughout this litigation and the Plessen Derivative Suit, Hamed ruminates on facts that

are immaterial to his claims (the "Alleged Immaterial Facts"). Although the Alleged Immaterial

Facts are clearly disputed because they are not determinative of whether the yusuf Defendants

and United are entitled to summary judgment, it is not necessary to refute them. Nonetheless, it

is important to identify the Alleged Immaterial Facts as a result of Hamed's misguided fixation

on them so as distinguish those facts which are dispositive versus those that are not.

1. Alleged Immaterial Fact #l

The fact that there are various versions of Bank of Nova Scotia's Intake Gathering Form

over the years for Plessen, some of which are dated and some not, is not a material fact as to

whether Waleed Hamed and Mufeed Hamed could remove funds from Plessen without the

knowledge or consent of the Yusuls who are 50olo owners of Plessen and deposit same into their

personal accounts.

The embezzlement charges against the Hameds was not based upon whether the Hameds

could write a check on Plessen's account or \ /ere signatories. The charges provided:

on or about March 27, 2013, waleed Hamed...being a person
entrusted with or having in his control property for the use àf urry
other person, and while aided and abetted by Mufeed Hamed, did
fraudulently appropriate said property a use or purpose not in the
due and lawful execution of his trust or secreted it with a
fraudulent intent to appropriate it to such use or purpose,... while
being signatories on the scotia Bank Account-enàing in 5012
belonging to plessen Enterprises, Inc. for the ur. of plessen
Enterprises, Inc., signed check number 0316 inthe amount of four
hundred sixty thousand dollars ($460,000.00) and deposited said
check into the personal bank account of Mufeed H. Hamed and
wally Hamed, in violation of Title 14 v.LC. $1091 and
$ 109a(a)(2) and $ I 1(a). Embezzlement by FiduciariesiPrincipals.

Information, p. 1-2. Hence, one's authority to sign a check for a business does not equate to

authority to misappropriate business assets for one's personal use. Comptrollers and other
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company fiduciaries with signatory authority on bank accounts can be accused of

embezzlement-using their legitimate access to business accounts to misappropriate funds. The

embezzlement claim does not depend upon whether Hamed was a signatory to the plessen

account or whether an Intake Gathering Form is dated. Likewise, Hamed's authority to access

Plessen accounts in the capacity as an officer, director or a manager, simply meant that he was

entrusted with control of Plessen's property to effectuate a business purpose of plessen, not to

misappropriate funds for his own personal use.

The Yusuf Defendants reported to Officer Corneiro the agreement not to remove funds

without notice to the other 50% owners and even indicated that it was an "oral agreement,, and

that they were not sure what the bank records reflected. ,See Exhibit 3. The Bylaws reflect this

agreement' See Exhibit 1. Records from BNS of the cancelled checks bearing the dual

Hamed/Yusuf signatures reflects that this agreement was the established practice utilized by the

parties' Id. 'Who had what BNS form and when, whether it was dated or undated is not

determinative of whether Hamed could remove funds from Plessen for his personal use. For the

record, the Yusuf Defendants vehemently deny that any forgery, tampering or foul play was

involved relating to any of the documents submitted to BNS. In fact, as the yusuf Defendants

have further investigated the dated Intake Gathering Form, it appears that Wadda Charriez may

have dated the Intake Gathering Form at the request of BNS. See Exhib ít 4 -Email to Wadda

Chaniez from BNS requesting additional information to be supplied as to the Intake Gathering

Form two days prior to the dated Intake Gathering Form. Again, despite the fiction and intrigue

that Hamed seeks to weave, the form is not dispositive of whether the Yusuf Defendants properly

reported the taking by the Hameds. Moreover, Hamed's logic breaks down quickly-if the

Yusuf Defendants had, altered the Intake Gathering Form, inserted a random date thereon and

then sent it to BNS to create this paper trail to support their contention that dual signatures were
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required, why would they report to Officer Corneiro that this agreement was ,,oral,,and that they

were not sure what the Bank records showed? Furthermore, the hundreds of cancelled checks

reflecting this practice clearly established this was the agreement as well as its requirement by

the Bylaws. S¿e Exhibit I

2. Alleged ImmaterialEact #2

Mike Yusufs status as a director is not a material fact as to whether it was proper to

report that Hamed had removed funds from Plessen without the knowledge of the yusufs as 50o/o

owners' As a part owner of Plessen, Mike Yusuf has an interest in reporting a misappropriation

of Plessen's assets. v/hether he was an actual director, a de facto director, or mistakenly

believed he was a director is immaterial. He was a part owner of plessen and could have

reported the misappropriation on that status alone. Furthermore, he reported the misappropriation

of Plessen's funds to officer corneiro with Fathi Yusuf; who was a director and offîcer. see

Exhibit 3 and Police Report. Moteover, Mike Yusuf was not alone in his belief that he was a

director of Plessen at the time he made the report as it both Mohammad Hamed and Waleed

Hamed were also under that impression. see Exhibit I - Resp. to Inter. #10 and Exhibit 5 -

waleed Hamed document scor501890. Even if it was a mistaken belief as to his status as a

director, Mike Yusuf was clearly involved in the operations of plessen and as an owner he can

report a misappropriation as can Officer, Director and owner Fathi yusuf. Mike yusuf was not

mistaken in stating that funds were removed without the knowledge of the yusufs and that this

was lmproper

3. Alleged Immaterial Fact #3

Hamed asserts without any forensic basis that three (3) documents are ,,forgeries,, 
created

by the Yusufs and then somehow inserted into the business records of BNS. Two are versions of
the Intake Gathering Form addressed above, and the other is a set of signature cards. yusuf
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Defendants vehemently deny any wrongdoing with regard to any documents and notes that

Waleed Hamed's signature is on all of these documents. Likewise, the dual signature practice

(which Hamed contests) is manifest in other non-disputed documents including the Bylaws as

well as the established practice demonstrated by the hundreds of checks signed by the Hameds

with dual signatures from the Yusufs. See Exhibit l. Hence, because the agreement for dual

signatures is required by the Bylaws and manifest by the parties' practices, the alleged ..forged,,

documents are cumulative and not dispositive as to whether Hamed was prohibited from

removing funds from Plessen and placing them into his personal account without the knowledge

of the Yusuf s as 50Yo owners.

II. MEMORANDUM OF LAW

A. Motion to For Summary Judgment Standard

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Virgin Islands Rules of Civil Procedure, summary judgment is

appropriate if all the probative materials of record show that there is no genuine issue as to any

material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. V.L R. Civ.

P. 56(c).4 See also, Hershey v. Allen Prods. Co., 789 F .2d 230,232 (3dCir. 19g6); Lang v. New

York Life Ins. Co.,72l F .2d I 18, 1 19 (3d Cir. 1983); Sharpe v. West Indian Co., 118 F. Supp. 2d

646,648 (D'V'I. 2000); Benjamin v. General Accident Ins. Co.,2004 U.S. App. LEXIS 243 (3d

Cir. Jan. 9,2004).

Under the standards announced by the Supreme Court's trilogy in Celotex Corp v

Cøtrett,477 U.5.317 (1956), Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, lnc.,477 TJ.s.242 (19g6), and

Matsushita, 475 U.S. 574 (1956), the mere existence of some alleged factual dispute between the

parties will not defeat an otherwise properly supported motion for summary judgment.

Anderson, 477 U.S. at247-48. Indeed, where the moving party has made a properly supported

a As the newly enacted V.I. R. Civ. P. 56 closely tracks the coresponding Fed. R. Civ. p. 56, case law interpreting
same is applicable.
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motion for summary judgment, it is incumbent upon the nonmoving party to come forward with

specific facts to show that there is a genuine issue of material fact for trial. See Id. at 24g. A

dispute involving a material fact is "genuine" only if the evidence is such that areasonable jury

would return a verdict for the nonmoving party. Anderson,477 tJ.S. at24g. Whether a fact is

"material" is determined by the substantive law defining the claims. Id. aï.24g; gnited States v.

225 Cartons, 871 F.2d 409,419 (3d Cir. 1989). As the Supreme Court has observed, ,.[o]nly

disputes over facts that might affect the outcome of the suit under governing law will properly

preclude an entry of summary judgment.,, Anderson,477IJ.S, at24g_49.

B. Count I - Yusuf Defendants and United are Entitled to Summary
.Iudgment as to Plaintiffs Claim for Malicious Prosecution

The elements of malicious prosecution are set forth in Palisoc v. poblete,60V.I.607,

615-16 (v 'I' 2014). The Supreme Court of the Virgin Islands has also adopted the Restatement

(Second) of Torts $ 653 for its commentary analysis in applying these elements. 1d,

1. The Yusuf Defendants Did Not ,,procure" criminal proceedings

The Yusuf Defendants did not o'procure" a criminal proceeding within the meaning of the

applicable law as they simply gave information and made an accusation. Under the

circumstances at issue, where the choice to prosecute was left to the unfettered discretion of both

the VIPD and the Virgin Islands Attorney General ("Attorney General"), the yusufs did not

procure the criminal proceeding.s To wit, Comment d, Section 653 of the Restatement of Torts,

adopted by the VISC in palisoc, explains that:

*. * rl.

The giving of the information or the making of the accusation, however, does not
co-nstitute a procurement of the proceedings that the third person initiates if it is
left to the uncontrolled choice of the third person to bring the proceedings or not
as he may see fit.

..5.Importantly, no criminal proceeding was ever brought against plaintiff, KAC357, Inc., so it has no claim formalicious prosecution.
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See Section 653 of the Restatement of Torts at Comment d.6 In the instant case, the yusuf

Defendants reported to the VIPD that Wally Hamed and Mufeed Hamed had removed the

Monies from the Plessen business account without their knowledge and put them in his private

account. Subsequently, the VIPD did a thorough and independent investigation of the

allegations, including procuring bank records from both the Bank of Nova Scotia and Banco

Popular, and made the independent decision to refer them to the Attomey General for

prosecution. See Exhibit 3. Accordingly, as it was left to the VIPD's-and presumably the

Attorney General's--complete discretion as to whether charges would be brought against Wally

Hamed, the Yusuf Defendants did not 'oprocure" them as a matter of law and, therefore, the

Yusuf Defendants are entitled to summary judgment in their favor as to the claim for malicious

prosecution on this basis.

In its Opposition, Plaintiffs simply contend that providing the information was sufficient

to state a claim because it set off a chain of events which ultimately led to the arrest. However,

at various points, the intervening independent judgment of individuals over which the yusuf

Defendants have no control, elected to proceed or could have elected to not proceed. Hence,

providing the information that funds were improperly removed does not equate to .,procuring,,

proceedings and thus, summary judgment is warranted.

2. Defendants flad Probable cause to Report wally Hamed to
the VIPD

V/ally Hamed also failed to plead much less demonstrate facts which would show there

was no probable cause for the Yusuf Defendants to report to the VIPD his unauthorized removal

6 See also Comment f, Section 653 of the Restatement of Torts:
A private person who gives to a public official information of another's supposed criminal
misconduct' of which the ofhcial is ignorant, obviously causes the institution of such subsequent
proceedings as the offìcial may begin on his own iniiiative, but giving the information o, 

"u.nmaking an accusation of criminal misconduct does not constitute u fro"r."r"nt of the proceedings
initiated by the officer if it is left entirely to his discretion to initiató the proceedings orìot.
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of $460,000.00 from Plessen's bank account which money he deposited in his personal account.

V/ally Hamed did not have the legal authority to place those funds in his personal account, or put

them to use solely for the benefit of the Hamed family. Moreover, he admits there was-at the

very least-probable cause for the Yusuf Defendants to report his unauthorized taking of

$460,000'00 given that he disgorged the Yusufs' half of the Monies after being confronted about

their removal. To wit, "[o]n April 19,2073, [a few days after Yusuf yusuf had brought a civil

action against him for wrongful withdrawal of the Monies] Waleed Hamed deposited the yusuf

half of the funds with the Court." FAC, T 61. Sargent Corneiro also addressed this fact in his

affidavit as well noting that, "Waleed Hamed with the assistance of Mufeed Hamed took the

funds from Plessen Enterprise without authorization and when they were confronted about the

matter and after the Yusuß sued them, they deposited $230,000.00 on April lg, 2013 with the

Clerk of the Superior Court[.]" Plainly, if the unilateral taking of the Monies and depositing

them in his personal account did not amount to "probable cause" to report the taking, there was

no need for him to return the "Yusuf half of the funds" by depositing it in the registry of the

Court' Thus, the Yusuf Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to the claim for

malicious prosecution on this basis as well. See lllaraza v. HOVENSA LLC, 73 F.Supp.3d 5gg,

612 (D'V'I ' 2014) (holding that even if defendant had initiated proceedings against plaintifß,

that dismissal was proper where there is no evidence that defendant did so without probable

cause "the sine qua non of malicious prosecution."). Plaintiffs do not respond to this in their

opposition except to note that it is a 'ofactual" issue and, therefore, cannot be susceptible to

surnmary judgement. Plaintiffs' mere reliance on pleadings will not insulate them from the

defects with this claim.
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3. The vIPD's Prosecution of wally Hamed Did Not Terminate
with a Finding of His Innocence of the Crimes Charged

A claim for malicious prosecution cannot be sustained in the absence of a termination of

the prosecution which was favorable to the plaintiff. See Palisoc, 60 V.I. at 615-16. To meet

that requirement, "a prior criminal case must have been disposed of in a way that indicates the

innocence of the accused." Ll/eaver v. Beveridge,577 Fed,. App. 103, 105 (3d Cir.2014) (citing

Kossler v. Crisanti, 564 F.3d l8l, 187 (3d Cir. 2009) (en banc). A grant of nolle prosequi can

be sufficient to satisfy the favorable termination requirement, but o'not all cases where the

prosecutor abandons criminal charges are considered to have terminated favorably." Donahue v.

Gavin, 280 F.3d 371, 383 (3d Cir. 2002) (internal quotation marks omitted). Thus, a nolle

indicates termination of the charges in favor of the accused "only when their final

disposition is such as to indicate the innocence of the accused." Id. (internal quotation marks

omitted).

In the instant case, Wally Hamed has failed to show that the Attorney General requested

the dismissal of the criminal charges against him because he was innocent. Rather, the motion to

dismiss stated "the people will be unable to sustain its burden of proving the charges against the

Defendants beyond a reasonable doubt." FAC 11133. (As a point of fact, the Attorney General

dismissed the case without prejudice.) The statement that the People do not believe that they

will be able to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt is a far cry from the necessary final

disposition which indicates the innocence of the accused. See Woodyard v. County of Essex,5I4

Fed.Appx. I77,184 n.2 (3d Cir. 2013)(stating "[h]ere, the prosecution sought to dismiss the

charges against V/oodyard because it believed it could not meet its burden of proof after two

witness identifications of Woodyard were suppressed by the trial court. . . . Therefore, it appears

that the decision to dismiss did not reflect Woodyard's innocence, but rather was a result of the
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suppression of evidence."); see also Weaver,577 Fed. App. at 105-6 (,,ADA Moore chose not to

retry Weaver because he felt it was unlikely that 'Weaver 
would serue additional time and Moore

did not want to make Nispel go through another trial. There is no evidence suggesting that the

decision not to retry Weaver was taken because Weaver was believed to be innocent....Weaver

may not rely on his conclusory allegation . . . that the grant of nolle pro,sequi was because of his

innocence."). Accordingly, the Yusuf Defendants are entitled to summary judgment in their

favor as to the malicious prosecution claim on this third independent ground as well. Failure of

any one of the elements is sufficient to grant summary judgment to the yusuf Defendants as to

this claim. Nothing in plaintifps opposition merits a different outcome.

C' Count II - Yusuf Defendants are Entitled to Summary Judgment as to
Plaintiffs' Claim for Defamation

The elements of a defamation claim-as set forth in the Second Restatement of Torts and

adopted by the Virgin Islands Supreme Court in Joseph v. Daily News publishing Co.,57 y.L

566, 586 (v 'I. 2012). The term "unprivileged" refers to the alleged defamer's inability to

demonstrate that he was in some way "privileged" to make the defamatory commun ication. Id.

The types of privilege defenses available fall into two categories, absolute privileges and

conditional privileges. Id. (citingthe Restatement (Second) of Torts at gg Sg3-Sg2¡and gg 593-

598, respectively).

Plaintiffs contend that two sets of statements give rise to their defamation claims: 1)

statements made by the Yusuf Defendants to the VIPD; and 2) statements to off-island

commercial entities regarding the fact that 'Wally Hamed was arrested. Neither is sufficient to

state a claim. The first set of statements is deemed to be "privileged" as they were made to law

enforcement and, therefore, are not actionable. The second set is true - 'Wally Hamed was

arrested.
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As to the first set, Wally Hamed contends that the allegedly false statements made by the

Yusuf Defendants to the VIPD when making their report were that: 1) Mike Yusuf was a director

of Plessen; and 2) Wally Hamed lacked the authority to withdraw funds on the plessen account

with his signature (FAC fl42). These statements cannot form the basis of a claim for

defamation, even if false, because they are alleged to have been published to the police (FAC 
tT

143), which is a privileged publication. See Sprauve v. CBI Acquisitions, LLC, Civ. Case No.

09-165, 2010 WL 3463308, at *12 (D.V.I. Sept. 2,2010) ("There is a dearth of Virgin Islands

cases addressing the absolute privilege for statements to law enforcement concerning violations

of criminal law, and thus the Court relies heavily on the pertinent sections of the Restatement to

resolve this issue'..the Court finds that Defendant's report to the Coast Guard that Plaintiff was

operating a boat while intoxicated is protected by an absolute privilege."); see also lllaraza v.

HOVENSA LLC, 73 F.Supp.3d 588, 604 (D.V.I. 2014) ("The Virgin Islands recognizes an

absolute privilege for statements made to law enforcement personnel for the purposes of

reporting a crime or initiating a criminal investigation."). Accordingly, aîy statements made to

the police cannot form the basis of a defamation claim. As an owner, Mike yusuf could report

that Hamed was not allowed to remove Plessen funds without notice to the Yusufs and to deposit

it into his personal account. Officer Corneiro and the Attorney General understood that Waleed

Hamed was an officer and director of Plessen and, therefore, by virtue thereof had been entrusted

with Plessen's property. Mike Yusuf s status whether as a de facto director, actual director or

mistaken belief as to his status does not change the wrongdoing that was being reported.

With respect to the second set of statements that the Yusuf Defendants "used the arrest in

notifications to several off-island commercial entities" (FAC T117) or otherwise notified third

parties of V/ally Hamed's aruest (FAC nln), those statements cannot form the basis of a

defamation claim as they were objectively true, not false. There is no dispute that Wally Hamed
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was anested. Stating to others the true fact that Waleed Hamed was arested is not actionable.

Therefore, the statements relating to the fact of Waleed Hamed's anest cannot create a basis for

a defamation claim and the Yusuf Defendants are entitled to summary judgment thereon.

Moreover, a complaint of defamation "must, on its face, specifically identify what

allegedly defamatory statements were made by whom and to whom." Manns v. The Leather

Shop, 960 F. Supp. 925, 928-9 (D.V.I. 1997) (citing Ersek v. Township of Springfield, 822

F.Supp. 218,223 (E.D.Pa.1993) aff d mem., 102 F.3d 79 (3rd Cir.1996)); see also VECC, Inc. v.

Bank of Nova Scotia, 296 F.Supp .2d 6ll, 621-22 (D.V.L 2003). Plaintiffs' defamation claim

also fails on this independent ground given that Plaintiffs have failed to specify which of the

defendants made the allegedly defamatory statements, or to specify to whom the statements were

made, merely alleging that "the Yusufs" made statements to "ofÊisland commercial entities.,,

See e.g., FAC, lJl17. Accordingly, summary judgment in favor of the Yusuf Defendants is

merited on this basis as well.

D. Count III - The Yusuf Defendants and United are Entitled to Summary
Judgment as to Plaintiffs claim for Trade Disparagement

Virgin Islands common law does not contain a cause of action for ,otrade

disparagement."T The case of Kqntz v. Univ. of the Virgin Islands,2016 V/L 2gg7l15 (D.V.L

May 19,2016) cited by Plaintiffs is not ao'trade disparagement" case but rather an employment

discrimination case with a personal defamation claim. As noted previously, a statutory claim for

"trade disparagement," which Plaintiffs do not appear to be making, is also available in

jurisdictions that have adopted the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, including the Virgin

Islands. See 12A V.I.C. $ 101, et seq. Further, a claim for "trade disparagement,, is also

available under federal law pursuant to the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1125(a). Given the

7 There is a cause of action for trade disparagement under the Virgin Islands Deceptive Trade practices Act("DTPA") l2Av.I.C. ! 101, et seq. However, Plaintiffs do not give any indication thát they are bringing rheir
"trade disparagement" claim under DTPA.
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substantial similarities between the common law cause of action for trade disparagement and a

claim for defamation, and the availability of a trade disparagement cause of action under the

Virgin Islands Deceptive Trade Practices Act as well as the Lanham Act, the soundest rule for

the Virgin Islands is to not recognize a common law "trade disparagement" claim. Accordingly,

the Yusuf Defendants and United are entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiffs' claim for trade

disparagement.

E. Count IV - The Yusuf Defendants and United are entitled to Summary
Judgment as to Plaintiffs' Claim for the .rPrima Facie Tort of Outrage"

A prima facie tort is a general tort. Edwards v. Marriott Hotel Management Co. (Virgin

Islands), Inc., case No. st14-cv-222,2015 wL 476216, at* 6 (super. ct. Jan. 29,2015)

(citing Moore v. A.H. Riise Gift shops,659 F. supp. 1417,1426 (D.v.I. 1gg7). primafacie brt
claims typically provide relief only where the defendant's conduct does not come within the

requirements of one of the well-established and named intentional torts. Here, the issue is not

that the claims Plaintiffs make do not fit within any other torts, its simply that plaintiffs cannot

support his claims with the facts and therefore, summary judgment should be granted to the

Yusuf Defendants and United. Failure to plead or demonstrate facts as to the various alleged

claims does not mean that a tort has, nonetheless, been committed and, therefore, a claim for

prima facie Iort should remain. Rather, Plaintiffs "must show that the action does not fit within

the category of any other tort." Garnett v. Legislature of the V.L, CivilCase No. 2013-21,2014

WL 902502, at *7 (D.V'I. March 7,2014) (dismissing Plaintiffs claim for prima facie brt
stating "no claim for prima facie tort lies if the action complained of fits within another category

of tort. . ."[a]s the allegations in this case fit within defined tort categories, Garnett,s claim of

prima facie tort must be dismissed."); Bank of Nova Scotia v. Boynes, Case No. ST-16-CV-29,

2016WL 6268827, at *4 (Super. Ct. Oct. 18,2016) (dismissing Plaintiffls claim for primaføcie
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tort stating "[h]ere it is evident that Boynes relies on the same set of factual allegations to

support his prima facie tort claims as he does to support his fraud, IIED, and NIED

counterclaims'")' Plaintiffs claim for "prima facie tort" does not add any additional factual

allegations, rather merely incorporates the preceding paragraphs of the FAC and recites that the

actions of Defendants were "intentional, wanton, extreme and outrageous ... culpable and not

justifiable under the circumstances." FAC Tll 168-69. Accordingly, as the yusuf Defendants,

alleged actions fit into existing and defrned torts-evidenced by the fact plaintiffs have brought

three other tort claims: malicious prosecution, defamation and trade disparagement-and have

not alleged any facts in the claim for prima facie tort which are distinct from prior allegations,

the Yusuf Defendants and united are entitled to summary judgment as to plaintiffs, claim for

prima facie tort as well. In response, Plaintiffs simply argue that it should be a fàil-safe tort that

survives when all their other claims fail. However, Plaintiffs offer no basis upon which it should

survive or why the facts of this case are unique and fall outside the defined claims. Hence,

summary judgment should be rendered as to this claim.

F' Count V - The Yusuf Defendants and United are entifled to SummaryJudgment as to Plaintiffs Claim for "Direct Acts" Under CICO or aClaim for a CICO Conspiracy

1. Plaintiffs Fail to Altege what Allegedly predicate criminal Acts
Were Done by Each Defendant

All Plaintifß' cICo claims against each defendant have a deep and fatal flaw: plaintiffs

fail to allege what each of the defendants did that was an alleged violation of cICo or part of a

CICO conspiracy, i.e', which of the defendants committed the alleged predicate crimes. Rather,

Plaintifß make the boilerplate allegation that "the creation, transmission and placement into the

bank records and provision of the forged documents" was the "pattern of criminal activity by

which Defendants worked together to 'acquire or maintain, directly or indirectly, any interest in
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or control of Plessen."' FAC T175. However, there are no allegations as to which alleged

criminal act was perpetrated by which defendant, merely recitations that "Defendants,, forged

documents and provided them to police. S¿e FAC T1S1. The sole act-which is notably not a

predicate criminal act-attributed to a specific defendant is the allegation that Mike yusuf

"represented to the police that he was a director of Plessen and made a criminal complaint in that

capacify." FAC 1177. However, it is plain that Mike Yusuf could have brought the criminal

complaint as a shareholder of Plessen, which he was, or as a private citizen.

These boilerplate recitations-and specifically the failure to plead facts specific to each

defendant in support of the claimed CICO violations-wholly fail to meet the pleading standards

set forth in Twomhly and lqbat. See e.g., Crest Constr. II, Inc. v. Doe,660 F.3d 346, 356 (gth

Cir.2011) ("While the complaint is awash in phrases such as'ongoing scheme,''pattern of

racketeering,' and 'participation in a fraudulent scheme,' without more, such phrases are

insufficient to form the basis of a RICO claim.,,).

In response, Plaintifß merely rest on the pleadings. See Opposition p. 19. There is no

evidence that any documents were in fact "forged" or that the alleged "forged,' documents

precipitated the affest when other documents and statements supported the arrest. Merely resting

on their pleadings is insufficient to survive a summary judgment challenge.

2. Plaintiffs Fail to Properly plead the Elements of a cICo
Conspiracy

With respect to Plaintiffs' purported CICO conspiracy claim, Plaintifß wholly fail to

allege facts which, if taken as true, could support a cICo conspiracy.

To properly plead a $ 1962(d) conspiracy a plaintiff is required to "set forth allegations

that address the period of the conspiracy, the object of the conspiracy, and the certain actions of

the alleged conspirators taken to achieve that purpos e." Shearin v. E.F. Hutton Group, Inc., gg5
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F'2d 1 162, 1166 (3d Cir. 1989) (abrogated on other grounds by Beck v. Prupis, 52g TJ.S. 4g4

(2000).

The supporting factual allegations "must be sufficient to describe the general composition

of the conspiracy, some or all of its broad objectives, and the defendant's general role in that

conspiracy." Rose v. Bartle,87l F.2d 331,366 (3d Cir.l9S9) (citation and quotation marks

omitted). Moreover, "mere inferences from the complaint are inadequate to establish the

necessary factual basis." -Id Plaintiff must allege facts to show that each Defendant objectively

manifested an agreement to participate, directly or indirectly, in the affairs of a RICO enterprise

through the commission of two or more predicate acts. Smith v. Jones, Gregg, Creehan &

Gerace, LLP,2008 WL 5129916, at *7 (W.D.Pa. Dec.5,2008). Bare allegations of conspiracy

described in general terms may be dismissed. _Id

As noted above, with the failure to allege what any individual defendant did-instead,

generically lumping all defendants together-Plaintiffs have failed to meet their burden to plead

facts which show that each Defendant: 1) objectively manifested an agreement to participate,

directly or indirectly, in the affairs of a CICO enterprise; 2) through the commission of two or

more predicate acts. Rather than properly pleading the necessary facts with respect to each

defendant, Plaintiff merely makes insufficient boilerplate allegations that a CICO conspiracy

existed. To wit, "the Yusufs did conspire among themselves and with United to violate either

directly or through another or others, the provisions of section 605 subsections (a) and (b). ,See

FAC atl18l ' In response, again Plaintifß do not refute but rather simply rely upon their ill-fated

pleadings. such reliance is misplaced and summary judgment is merited.

3. Plaintiffs Fail to Properly Plead a ,.pattern of Criminal Activity"

Likewise, Plaintiffs failure to plead facts which if true can establish the statute's ,,pattem,,

element-i.e., that each defendant participated in the affairs of the enterprise "through a pattern
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of criminal activity" also warrants summary judgment to the Yusuf Defendants and United. ,See

14 V.I.C. $ 605(a) and (b). Again, rather than respond, Plaintiffs merely rely on their pleadings

to their detriment.

G. Plaintiffs Fail to Properly State Any Claim Against United Corporation

Under agency principles, an employer may be held vicariously liable for its employees,

negligent conduct occurring during the scope of employment. Deþe v. Phillip,56 V.l. 109, 130

(V.12012) (citing Williams v. Rene,72 F.3d 1096, 1099 (3d Cir. 1995). Employee conduct is

"within the scope of employment if it is the kind he is employed to perform and it occurs

substantially within the authorized time and space limits." See Williams,T2F.3dat 1100 (citing

Restatement (Second) of Agency $ 22S(1)(a)-(b)); søe also Nicholas v. Damian-Rojøs,62y.1.

123, 129-30 (Super. Ct. 2015) (Brady J.) (applying the Restatement (Second) of Agency after

doing a Banks analysis)). Conversely, an employee's conduct falls outside the scope of his

employment if it is different than the kind that is authorized, far beyond the authorized time or

space limits, or too little actuated by as purpose to serve the master. Illaraza v. HOVENSA LLC,

73 F.Supp.3d 588, 607 (D.V.L 2014).

In the instant case, Plaintiff has not even made the boilerplate allegation that the yusuf

Defendants were acting within the scope of their employment with United when they undertook

the acts alleged in the FAC. Nor have Plaintiffs pled a single fact which, if true, could support a

finding that any of the Yusuf Defendants were acting within the scope of their employment with

United when they undertook the actions alleged in the FAC. The District Court,s analysis in

Illarazq v. HOVENSA LLC, 73 F.Supp.3d 588, 604 (D.V.I. 2014) is both applicable and

instructive. To wit:

Plaintiffs argue that HOVENSA is vicariously liable for defamation because the
HOVENSA employees who made allegedly defamatory statements did so within
the scope of their employment . . . V/e are unpersuadeâ. There is no evidence in
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the record that the statements we may properly consider here . . . were made by
employees acting in the scope of their employment. Plaintiffs have produced nô
evidence that the HOVENSA employees who made unprivilege¿ an¿ allegedly
untrue statements about them were engaging in conduct "of the kind [they were]
employed to perform" or that such conduct was "actuated, at least in part, by á
purpose to serve [HOVENSA]." As a result, any HOvENSA employees who
made the allegedly defamatory statements before us did not do sò within the
scope of their employment.

1d Rather, the actions and statements which Plaintiffs contend give rise to their causes of action

relate to the Yusuf Defendants' roles vis-à-vis Plessen, the entity from whom the funds were

removed. Accordingly, United Corporation is entitled to summary judgment as to all causes of

action brought against. Nothing in Plaintiffs' Opposition requires otherwise.

\ryHEREFORE, on the basis of the foregoing, Defendants, Fathi Yusuf, Maher yusuf,

Yusuf Yusuf and United Corporation respectfully request that this Court enter summary

judgment in their favor as to: 1) Plaintiffs'First Amended FAC in its entirety;2) award the

Defendants the attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with defending this case; and 3)

award Defendants such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Respectfully Submitted,

DUDLEY, TOPPER and FEUERZEIG, LLp

Dated: February 9,2018 B
K. Penell (V.I. Bar 1)

Lisa Michelle Kömives (V.I. Bar No. 1l7l)
1000 Frederiksberg Gade - P.O. Box 756
St. Thomas, VI 00804
Telephone: (340) 77 4-4422
Telefax: (340)715-4400
cpenell@dtflaw.com
lkomives@dtflaw.com

Attorneys þr Defendants, Fathi Yusuf, Maher
Yusuf, Yusuf Yusuf and United Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 9ú day of February, 2018, I served the foregoing
DEFENDANTS, F'ATHI YUSUF, MAHER YUSEF, YUSUF YUSUF AND UNITED
CORP.'S REPLY TO CONVERTED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT via e-mail
addressed to:

Joel H. Holt, Esq.
Law Office of Joel H. Holt
2132 Company Street
Christiansted, USVI 00820
Email: holtvi@aol.com

Charles Lockwood, Esq.
Nichols Newman Logan & Grey, P.C
Attorneys for Bank of Nova Scotia
I 131 King Street, Ste.204
Christiansted, VI 00820
Email : clockwood@nnldlaw. com


















































































































































































